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The Alliance for Solar Choice Statement
on Reversal of Wisconsin Solar Taxes
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 30, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Today the Dane County Circuit
Court in Wisconsin struck down discriminatory charges on solar customers. In a verbal
ruling, Judge Peter Anderson reversed the Wisconsin Public Service Commission’s
December 2014 decision to add a discriminatory fee on distributed generation customers in
We Energies’ territory.

The reversal is the result of the appeal filed by The Alliance for Solar Choice (TASC) and
Renew Wisconsin. The Court found that there was a lack of evidence in the record to
support the Commission’s decision. TASC and Renew argued that the Commission should
have required an independent study of the costs and benefits of solar.

TASC recently filed suit challenging the State of Hawaii on a similar decision - a lack of
substantial evidence including any study of the costs and benefits of solar before imposing
discriminatory solar changes.

In response, Amy Heart, Senior Manager of Public Policy for Sunrun said:

“This is a critical victory for Wisconsin electricity customers that sends a signal to utilities
everywhere trying to stop solar competition. After three years of constant attacks from
monopoly utilities, not a single state has stopped rooftop solar.

“Hawaii will be reversed for the same reason that Wisconsin was reversed today – trying to
bail out utilities from rooftop solar competition without conducting a study of the costs and
benefits of solar.

“We Energies will again try to eliminate competition from solar energy. Thousands of
Wisconsinites made today’s reversal possible by contacting their elected officials.  TASC
thanks each of these citizens for making their voices heard. We will need each of their
voices once again to fight utility attacks on solar choice.”

About the Alliance for Solar Choice:

The Alliance for Solar Choice (TASC) leads rooftop solar advocacy across the country.
Founded by the largest rooftop companies in the nation, TASC represents the vast majority
of the market. Its members include: Demeter Power, Silveo, SolarCity, Sunrun, Verengo, and
ZEP.

 

Contact:
Lauren Randall, The Alliance for Solar Choice
781-608-1485, lauren.randall@sunrun.com



Amy Heart, Midwest Spokesperson, The Alliance for Solar Choice,
414-510-8965, amy.heart@sunrun.com
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